Programming languages designed specifically for multi-agent systems represent a new programming paradigm that has gained popularity over recent years, with some multi-agent programming languages being used in increasingly sophisticated applications, often in critical areas. To support this, we have developed a set of tools to allow the use of model-checking techniques in the verification of systems directly implemented in one particular language called AgentSpeak. The success of model checking as a verification technique for large software systems is dependent partly on its use in combination with various state-space reduction techniques, an important example of which is property-based slicing. This article introduces an algorithm for property-based slicing of AgentSpeak multi-agent systems. The algorithm uses literal dependence graphs, as developed for slicing logic programs, and generates a program slice whose state space is stuttering-equivalent to that of the original program; the slicing criterion is a property in a logic with LTL operators and (shallow) BDI modalities. In addition to showing correctness and characterizing the complexity of the slicing algorithm, we apply it to an AgentSpeak program based on autonomous planetary exploration rovers, and we discuss how slicing reduces the model-checking state space. The experiment results show a significant reduction in the state space required for model checking that agent, thus indicating that this approach can have an important impact on the future practicality of agent verification.
Introduction
The last decade has seen significant growth in both the volume and maturity of research being carried out in the area of agent-based systems. The agent metaphor has been shown to be useful in many practical domains, particularly those involving complex systems comprising flexible, autonomous and distributed components. This, together with the availability of increasingly powerful agent development platforms (often as extensions to Java) has meant that the industrial uptake of this technology [4] is growing too.
But why is the agent approach so popular? An agent can be seen as an autonomous computational entity-essentially, an agent makes its own decisions about what activities to pursue. We are particularly concerned with rational agents, which can be seen as agents that make such decisions in a rational and explainable way. Since agents are autonomous, understanding why an agent chooses a particular course of action is vital. Therefore, the key new aspects that agent-oriented programming languages bring is the need to consider, when designing or analysing programs, not just what agents do but why they do it. With this paradigm shift, the agent metaphor has been shown to be useful in the development of various applications, including air-traffic control [29] , autonomous spacecraft control [35] , health care [34] and industrial systems control [25] . Clearly, these are areas for which we often demand dependability and security.
As agent-based solutions are used in increasingly complex and critical areas, so there is a greater need to analyse rigorously the behaviour of such systems. Not surprisingly, therefore, formal verification techniques tailored specifically for agent-based systems is an area that is also attracting a great deal of attention. Indeed, our work is at the forefront of this new area [5, 6, 14] , where we have extended and adapted model-checking techniques to the verification of agent-based systems. Examples of other uses of model checking techniques in the area of multi-agent systems include [2, 19, 36, 38, 46, 48, 53] . For a detailed survey of logic-based approaches for programming and verifying multi-agent systems, see [15] .
Model checking [11] is a technique whereby a finite description of a system is analysed with respect to a temporal logic formula in order to ascertain whether all possible executions of the system satisfy the property described by the formula. Temporal logics are important in a variety of theoretical and practical aspects of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence [16] , but the interest here is in their use for formal specification and verification of hardware and software [1, 32] . In particular, model checking [11, 13, 23, 24, 41] , is now very popular and increasingly used outside academia.
In our work, we have developed model-checking techniques for agent-based systems developed using the agent programming language AgentSpeak [7, 8, 39] . As described above, it is vital not only to verify the behaviour the agent system has, but to verify why the agents are undertaking certain courses of action. Thus, the temporal basis of model checking must be extended with notions such as agent belief and agent intention, both of which are characterized via modal logics. While the temporal component captures the dynamic nature of agent computation, the modal components capture the informational ('belief'), motivational ('desire') and deliberative ('intention') aspects of a rational agent.
Perhaps the key difficulty in applying model-checking techniques to real-world applications is that of the state-explosion problem. As a consequence, approaches to reducing the state space required by the checking process are the subject of much ongoing research. Program slicing is a widely studied technique for simplifying the analysis of conventional programs [47, 55] . The basic idea behind program slicing is to eliminate elements of a program that are not relevant to the analysis in hand. In our case, since we wish to verify some property, the idea is to use the property as a slicing criterion, eliminating parts of the program that can play no part in affecting whether or not the property is realized. This approach is called property-based slicing. Property-based slicing can be understood as a type of automated under-approximation (i.e. whereby fewer behaviours are present in the abstracted system than in the original one), which leads to precise abstraction in the sense that the result of model checking the given property using the abstract model is the same as though the original model had been used.
Although slicing techniques have been successfully used in conventional programs to reduce the state space, these standard techniques are either not applicable to agent programs (e.g. they are language dependent) or they are only partially successful when applied to multi-agent programs. What we require are slicing techniques tailored to the agent-specific aspects of (multi-)agent programs. This is what we describe in this article: a new slicing algorithm for AgentSpeak, and its application in model checking. It is also worth mentioning that slicing has various other uses in software engineering (such as program comprehension, reuse and testing).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we survey the key ideas needed to understand the remainder of the article: agent programming, AgentSpeak syntax and semantics, and slicing techniques. The actual algorithm for property-based slicing of AgentSpeak is described in detail in Section 3, as are correctness and complexity results. In order to examine the practical use of the approach, we introduce a particular case study in Section 4, show an AgentSpeak program for that scenario, apply the slicing algorithm, and discuss the results of model-checking experiments. Finally, in Section 5, we provide concluding remarks and highlight future work.
Background
The background section of this article is unusually large. The reason is that the article introduces a state-space reduction technique aimed at use with model checking for a particular agent-oriented programming language (i.e. a language that is specifically formulated for programming multi-agent systems), and draws upon existing slicing techniques that apply to logic programming languages. It is unrealistic to expect that readers will have the required background in all these different areas, so we here try to summarize the background that is required for the remainder of this article, in particular about the relevant agent-oriented programming language, its semantics, our previous work on model-checking techniques for systems programmed in that language and slicing techniques for logic programming languages.
AgentSpeak
The AgentSpeak(L) programming language was introduced in [39] . It is a natural extension of logic programming for the development of reactive planning systems, and provides an elegant abstract framework for programming BDI agents. In this article, we only give a brief introduction to AgentSpeak(L); see [8, 39] for more details.
An AgentSpeak(L) agent is created by the specification of a set of base beliefs and a set of plans. A belief atom is simply a first-order predicate in the usual notation, and belief atoms or their negations are belief literals. An initial set of beliefs is just a collection of ground belief atoms.
AgentSpeak(L) distinguishes two types of goals: achievement goals and test goals. Achievement goals are predicates (as for beliefs) prefixed with the '!' operator, while test goals are prefixed with the '?'operator. Achievement goals state that the agent wants to achieve a state of the world where the associated predicate is true. (In practice, achievement goals initiate the execution of sub-plans.) A test goal states that the agent wants to test whether the associated predicate is one of its beliefs (i.e. whether it can be unified with a predicate in that agent's base beliefs).
Next, the notion of a triggering event is introduced. It is a very important concept in this language, as triggering events define which events may initiate the execution of plans; the idea of event, both internal and external, will be made clear below. There are two types of triggering events: those related to the addition ('+') and deletion ('−') of mental attitudes (beliefs or goals).
Plans refer to the basic actions that an agent is able to perform on its environment. Such actions are also defined as first-order predicates, but with special predicate symbols (called action symbols) used to distinguish them. The actual syntax of AgentSpeak(L) programs is based on the definition of plans, below. Recall that the designer of an AgentSpeak(L) agent specifies a set of beliefs and a set of plans only.
If e is a triggering event, b 1 ,...,b m are belief literals, and h 1 ,...,h n are goals or actions, then 'e : b 1 ∧···∧b m ← h 1 ;...;h n .' is a plan. An AgentSpeak(L) plan has a head (the expression to the left of the arrow), which is formed from a triggering event (denoting the purpose for that plan), and a conjunction of belief literals representing a context (separated from the triggering event by ':'). The conjunction of literals in the context must be satisfied if the plan is to be executed (the context must be a logical consequence of that agent's current beliefs). A plan also has a body (the expression to the right of the arrow), which is a sequence of basic actions or (sub)goals that the agent has to achieve (or test) when the plan is triggered.
The grammar in Figure 1 gives the concrete syntax of AgentSpeak (we use AgentSpeak a name for any variant of the original AgentSpeak(L) language). In the grammar, P stands for any predicate symbol, A for any action symbol, while the t i are first-order terms. As in Prolog, an uppercase initial letter is used to denote variables and lowercase initial letters denote terms and predicate symbols. The grammar in the figure also includes a simple, common extension of the language originally defined by Rao [39] , namely the possibility to add or remove beliefs from within a plan body.
Besides the belief base and the plan library, an AgentSpeak interpreter also manages a set of events and a set of intentions, and its functioning requires three selection functions. Intentions are particular courses of actions to which an agent has committed in order to achieve a particular goal; each intention is a stack of partially instantiated plans, i.e. plans where some of the variables have been instantiated. An event, which may trigger the execution of a plan, can be external, when originating from perception of the agent's environment, or internal, when generated from the agent's own execution of a plan (e.g. an achievement goal within a plan body is a goal-addition event which may be a triggering event). The event selection function (S E ) selects a single event from the set of events; another selection function (S O ) selects an 'option' (i.e. an applicable plan) from a set of applicable plans; and a third selection function (S I ) selects one particular intention from the set of intentions. The selection functions are supposed to be agent specific, in the sense that they should make selections based on an agent's characteristics.
Operational semantics of AgentSpeak
The semantics presented in this section is taken from [50] , which is a refinement of the semantics that appeared in [8] . We define the semantics of AgentSpeak using operational semantics, a widely used method for giving semantics to programming languages and studying their properties [37] . The operational semantics is given by a set of rules that define a transition relation between configurations ag,C,T ,s where:
• An agent program ag is, as defined above, a set of beliefs bs and a set of plans ps.
• An agent's circumstance C is a tuple I,E,A where:
• I is a set of intentions {i,i ,...}. Each intention i is a stack of partially instantiated plans.
• E is a set of events {(te,i),(te ,i ),...}. Each event is a pair (te,i), where te is a triggering event and i is an intention (a stack of plans in case of an internal event, or the empty intention T in case of an external event). When the belief revision function (which is not part of the AgentSpeak interpreter but rather of the agent's overall architecture), updates the belief base, the associated events -i.e. additions and deletions of beliefs -are included in this set. These are called external events; internal events are generated by additions or deletions of goals.
• A is a set of actions to be performed in the environment. An action expression included in this set tells other architectural components to actually perform the respective action on the environment, thereby changing it.
• It helps to use a structure which keeps track of temporary information that is required in subsequent stages within a single reasoning cycle. T is the tuple R,Ap,ι,ε,ρ with such temporary information; it has as components:
• R for the set of relevant plans (for the event being handled).
• Ap for the set of applicable plans (the relevant plans whose contexts are true).
• ι, ε and ρ record a particular intention, event, and applicable plan (respectively) being considered along the execution of one reasoning cycle.
• The current step s within an agent's reasoning cycle is symbolically annotated by s ∈ {ProcMsg,SelEv,RelPl,ApplPl,SelAppl,AddIM,SelInt,ExecInt,ClrInt}, which stands for: processing a message from the agent's mail inbox, selecting an event from the set of events, retrieving all relevant plans, checking which of those are applicable, selecting one particular applicable plan (the intended means), adding the new intended means to the set of intentions, selecting an intention, executing the selected intention and clearing an intention or intended means that may have finished in the previous step.
The graph in Figure 2 shows all possible transitions between the various steps in an agent's reasoning cycle (the labels in the nodes name each step in the cycle).
In the interests of readability, we adopt the following notational conventions in our semantic rules:
• If C is an AgentSpeak agent circumstance, we write C E to make reference to the component E of C. Similarly for all the other components of a configuration.
• We write T ι = _ (the underscore symbol) to indicate that there is no intention presently being considered in that reasoning cycle. Similarly for T ρ and T ε .
• We write i[p] to denote the intention that has plan p on top of intention i.
As mentioned above, the AgentSpeak interpreter makes use of three selection functions that are defined by the agent programmer. The selection function S E selects an event from the set of events C E ; the selection function S Ap selects an applicable plan given a set of applicable plans; and S I selects an intention from the set of intentions C I (the chosen intention is then executed). Formally, all the selection functions an agent uses are also part of its configuration (as is the social acceptance function that we mention below). However, as they are defined by the agent programmer at design time and do not (in principle) change at run time, we avoid including them in the configuration, for the sake of readability. Further, we define some auxiliary syntactic functions to help the presentation of the semantics. If p is a plan of the form te : ct ← h, we define TrEv(p) = te and Ctxt(p) = ct. That is, these projection functions return the triggering event and the context of the plan, respectively. The TrEv function can also be applied to the head of a plan rather than the whole plan, but is assumed to work similarly in that case. In order to improve readability of the semantic rules, we use two operations on belief bases (i.e. sets of annotated predicates). We write bs = bs+b to indicate that bs is as bs except that bs |= b. Similarly, bs = bs−b will indicate that bs is as bs except that bs |= b.
A plan is considered relevant with respect to a triggering event if it has been written to deal with that event. In practice, this is checked by trying to unify the triggering event part of the plan with the triggering event within the event that has been selected for treatment in that reasoning cycle. Below, we use θ to denote substitutions obtained by this unification exactly as in logic programming languages such as Prolog; note that apart from some extra prefixing notation (which must match for two AgentSpeak terms to unify), atomic formulae in AgentSpeak are very much like Prolog structures (i.e. compound terms). Further, note that in the semantics of AgentSpeak used here, we are interested in obtaining all possible unifying substitutions rather than a most general unifier, unlike unification in Prolog. We use the notation tθ to denote the term obtained by applying substitution θ to term t; substitution (and composition of substitutions) is also as usual in logic programming [30] . We define the following auxiliary functions to facilitate the presentation of semantic rules.
Definition 2.1
Given the plans ps of an agent and a triggering event te, the set RelPlans(ps,te) of relevant plans is given as follows:
RelPlans(ps,te) ={(p,θ) | p ∈ ps and θ is s.t. te =TrEv(p)θ}.
A plan is applicable if it is relevant and its context is a logical consequence of the agent's beliefs. An auxiliary function for applicable plans is defined as follows.
Definition 2.2
Given a set of relevant plans R and the beliefs bs of an agent, the set of applicable plans AppPlans(bs,R) is defined as follows:
Finally, we need an auxiliary function to help in the semantic rule that is used when the agent is executing a test goal. The evaluation of a test goal ?at requires testing if the formula at is a logical consequence of the agent's beliefs. The auxiliary function returns a set of most general unifiers all of which make the formula at a logical consequence of a set of formulae bs, as follows.
Definition 2.3
Given a set of formulae bs and a formula at, the set of substitutions Test(bs,at) produced by testing at against bs is defined as follows:
Test(bs,at) ={θ | bs |= atθ}.
Next, we present the rules that define the operational semantics of the reasoning cycle of AgentSpeak.
Semantic rules
In the general case, an agent's initial configuration is ag,C,T ,ProcMsg , where ag is as given by the agent program, and all components of C and T are empty. The initial step of the reasoning cycle is ProcMsg, which deals with agent communication. However, communication is one of the extension of the original AgentSpeak(L) language which are omitted in this article for the sake of clarity. So here we consider that the reasoning cycle starts with an event selection (SelEv) being made, which is the reasoning cycle as originally defined for the language, as embodied in the semantics presented below. We should also emphasize that the 'where' part of the semantic rules formalize all components of the transition system configuration that change as a consequence of applying that semantic rule; all other components remain unaltered but, to avoid cluttering the rules, this is not formally stated.
Event selection
The rule below assumes the existence of a selection function S E that selects events from a set of events E. The selected event is removed from E and it is assigned to the ε component of the temporary information. Rule SelEv 2 skips to the intention execution part of the cycle, in case there is no event to handle.
Relevant plans
Rule Rel 1 assigns the set of relevant plans to component T R . Rule Rel 2 deals with the situation where there are no relevant plans for an event; in that case, the event is simply discarded. In fact, an intention associated with that event might be completely discarded too; if there are no relevant plans to handle an event generated by that intention, it cannot be further executed. (In practice, this leads to activation of the plan failure mechanism, which we do not discuss here for clarity of presentation.)
where: T R = RelPlans(ag ps ,te)
where:
Applicable plans
The rule Appl 1 assigns the set of applicable plans to the T Ap component; rule Appl 2 applies when there are no applicable plans for an event, in which case the event is simply discarded. Again, in practice, this normally leads to the plan failure mechanism being used, rather than simply discarding the event (and the whole intention with it).
Selection of an applicable plan
This rule assumes the existence of a selection function S Ap that selects a plan from a set of applicable plans T Ap . The selected plan is then assigned to the T ρ component of the configuration.
2.3.5 Adding an intended means to the set of intentions Events can be classified as external or internal (depending on whether they were generated from the agent's perception of its environment, or whether they were generated by the previous execution of other plans, respectively). Rule ExtEv says that if the event ε is external (which is indicated by T in the intention associated to ε) a new intention is created and the only intended means in it is the plan p assigned to the ρ component. If the event is internal, rule IntEv says that the plan in ρ should be put on top of the intention associated with the event.
Note that, in rule IntEv, the whole intention i that generated the internal event needs to be inserted back into C I , with p as its top. This issue is related to suspended intentions, see rule AchvGl.
Intention selection
Rule SelInt 1 assumes the existence of a function S I that selects an intention (i.e. a stack of plans) for processing next, while rule SelInt 2 takes care of the situation where the set of intentions is empty (in which case, the reasoning cycle is simply restarted).
Executing an intended means
These rules express the effects of executing the body of a plan; each rule deals with one type of formula that can appear in a plan body. The plan to be executed is always the one on top of the intention that has been selected in the previous step; the specific formula to be executed is the one at the beginning of the body of that plan.
Actions
The action a in the body of the plan is added to the set of actions A. The action is removed from the body of the plan and the intention is updated to reflect this removal.
Achievement goals
The rule below registers a new internal event in the set of events E. This event can then be eventually selected (see rule SelEv). When the formula being executed is a goal, the formula is not removed from the body of the plan, as in the other cases. This only happens when the plan used for achieving that goal finishes successfully; see rule ClrInt 2 . The reasons for this are related to further instantiation of the plan as well as handling plan failure.
Note how the intention that generated the internal event is removed from the set of intentions C I ; this captures the idea of suspended intentions. When the event with the achievement-goal addition is treated and a plan for it is selected (rule IntEv), the intention can be resumed by executing the plan for achieving that goal. If we have, in a plan body, '!g;f ' (where f is any formula that can appear in plan bodies), this means that, before f can be executed, the state of affairs represented by goal g needs to be achieved (through the execution of some relevant, applicable plan). This newly added goal is treated as any other event, which means it will go into the set of events until it is eventually selected in a later reasoning cycle. Meanwhile, that plan (with formula f to be executed next) can no longer be executed, hence the whole intention (recall that an intention is a stack of plans) is suspended by being placed, within an event, in the set of events and removed from the set of intentions. When a plan for achieving g has been selected, it is pushed on top of the suspended intention, which is then resumed (i.e. moved back to the set of intentions), according to rule IntEv. The execution of that intention proceeds with the plan at the top (in this case, for achieving g), and only when that plan is finished will f be executed (as it will be at the top of the intention again). See [8] for a more detailed discussion of suspended intentions.
Test goals
These rules are used when a test goal formula ?at should be executed. Rule TestGl 1 is used when there is a set of substitutions that can make at a logical consequence of the agent's beliefs. If the test goal succeeds, one such substitution 1 is applied to the whole intended means, and the reasoning cycle can be continued. If this is not the case, it may be that the test goal is used as a triggering event of a plan, which is used by programmers to formulate more sophisticated queries. Rule TestGl 2 is used in such cases: it generates an internal event, which may trigger the execution of a plan, as with achievement goals. If, in order to carry out a plan, an agent is required to obtain information (at the time of actual execution of the plan) which is not directly available in its belief base, a plan for a test goal can be written which, for example, sends messages to other agents, or processes available data, so that the particular test goal can be concluded (producing an appropriate instantiation of logical variables). If an internal event is generated for the test goal being executed, the process is very similar to achievement goals, where the intention is suspended until a plan is selected to achieve the goal, as explained above.
1 In practical implementations of AgentSpeak such as Jason [7] , the first successful substitution is used, which depends on the order of the beliefs in the belief base. In the semantics, we purposely leave this vague, as how a particular substitution is chosen is not important from the point of view of the overall behaviour of the language interpreter, thus left as an implementation choice.
Updating beliefs
Rule AddBel simply adds a new event to the set of events E. The formula +b is removed from the body of the plan and the set of intentions is updated properly. Rule DelBel works similarly. In both rules, the set of beliefs of the agent should be modified in a way that either the predicate b (with annotation self) is included in the new set of beliefs (rule AddBel) or it is removed from there (rule DelBel). Note that a request to delete beliefs can have variables (at), whilst only ground atoms (b) can be added to the belief base.
where: ag bs = ag bs +b
where: ag bs = ag bs −b
Clearing intentions
Finally, the following rules remove empty intended means or intentions from the set of intentions. Rule ClrInt 1 simply removes a whole intention when nothing remains to be executed in that intention. Rule ClrInt 2 clears the remainder of the plan with an empty body currently at the top of a (nonempty) intention. In this case, it is necessary to further instantiate the plan below the finished plan on top of that intention, and remove the goal that was left at the beginning of the body of the plan below (see rules AchvGl and TestGl). Note that, in this case, further 'clearing' might be necessary, hence the next step is still ClrInt. Rule ClrInt 3 takes care of the situation where no (further) clearing is required, so a new reasoning cycle can start (step ProcMsg).
Model checking AgentSpeak
Recall that our main goal in this research is to facilitate model checking of AgentSpeak systems. However, model checking as a paradigm is predominantly applied to finite state systems. A first key step in our research was thus to restrict AgentSpeak to facilitate its translation to a finite state model, particularly in Promela [24] . We call the cut-down version of the language AgentSpeak(F). This restricted language was described in [6] and is briefly reviewed here so that we can later give an example of our approach to programming and verifying multi-agent systems. The idea is to translate multi-agent systems defined in this language into the input language of existing model checkers, so that we can take advantage of the extensive range of features that those model checkers provide. Further, we would like to be able to verify that systems implemented in AgentSpeak satisfy (or do not satisfy) properties expressed in a BDI logic [40] . Such logics formalize all the main concepts of the BDI architecture used in reactive planning systems such as those generated by AgentSpeak agents. This section also presents a simplified form of BDI logic which we are able to convert into Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae, so that we can use existing LTL model checkers for verifying our multi-agent systems.
The purpose of this section is to introduce the features and limitations of the languages used in our approach to code the system and to produce specifications the system should satisfy. Their use will be made clear in Section 4, where we present a case study.
It is important to note that the agent model-checking approach we have developed [6] , implements the original AgentSpeak program in an appropriate input language for a model checker and then applies the model checker to a (transformed) property. In this way we can utilize the wealth of work on model-checking tools without having to implement a new model checker. The two approaches we have investigated so far are:
(1) to implement an AgentSpeak(F) interpreter in Promela, the input language for SPIN [24, 45] , and then apply SPIN to BDI properties translated into LTL; and (2) to implement an AgentSpeak(F) interpreter in Java, and then apply JPF [26, 51] , an on-thefly model checker that works directly on Java bytecode, to BDI properties translated into appropriate Java structures.
AgentSpeak(F)
The main difference between AgentSpeak(F) and AgentSpeak(L) (see Section 2.1) is that first-order terms are disallowed. That is, terms t i in Figure 1 are assumed to be either constants or variables. The full set of features currently disallowed in AgentSpeak(F) are as follows:
(1) uninstantiated variables in triggering events; (2) uninstantiated variables in negated literals in a plan's context (as originally defined by Rao [39] ); (3) the same predicate symbol with different arities (this is specifically for when a Promela model is required); (4) arbitrary (nested) first-order terms.
The first restriction means that an achievement goal cannot be called with an uninstantiated variable; this is the usual means for a goal to return values to be used in the plan where it was called. However, this restriction can be overcome by storing such values in the belief base, and using test goals to retrieve them. Hence, syntactic mechanisms for dealing with this restriction can be implemented (i.e. this problem can be solved by pre processing). With respect to the second restriction, we point out that this was not allowed in Rao's original definition of AgentSpeak(L), so the second restriction is not an unreasonable one.
Further, the translation to Promela in particular also requires a series of parameters to be determined by the user. These include things such as the maximum expected number of intentions to be held by the agent at one time, expected maximum number of beliefs, and so forth; see [6] for details. This is necessary as all Promela data structures must have a static size.
Some of the additions to the basic AgentSpeak language are as follows. There are some special action symbols which are denoted by an initial '.' character, and they are referred to as internal actions. Some such actions are pre defined and can be used for things such as printing console messages and arithmetic expressions. The action '.send' is used for inter-agent communication, and is interpreted as follows. If an AgentSpeak(F) agent l 1 executes .send(l 2 ,ilf ,at), a message will be inserted in the mailbox of agent l 2 , having l 1 as sender, illocutionary force ilf , and propositional content at (an atomic AgentSpeak(F) formula). At this stage, only three illocutionary forces can be used: tell, untell and achieve (unless others are defined by the user). They have the same informal semantics as in the well-known KQML agent communication language [33] . In particular, achieve corresponds to including at as a goal addition in the receiving agent's set of events; tell and untell change the belief base and the appropriate events are generated. These communicative acts only change an agent's internal data structures after user-defined trust functions are checked. There is one specific trust function for belief changes, and another for achievement goals. The latter defines a power relation (as other agents have power over an agent's goals), whereas the belief trust function simply defines the trustworthiness of information sources.
Finally, we remark that the multi-agent system is specified by the user as a collection of AgentSpeak(F) source files, one for each agent in the system. The user can change various predefined functions which are part of the interpretation of AgentSpeak agents. Also, the user has to provide the environment where the agents will be situated; this must be done in the model language of the model checker itself, rather than AgentSpeak(F).
Property specification language
In the context of verifying multi-agent systems implemented in AgentSpeak, the most appropriate way of specifying the properties that the system satisfy (or do not satisfy) is by expressing those properties using a temporal logic combined with modalities for referring to agent's mental attitudes, such as BDI logics [40, 54] . In this section, we review how simple BDI logical properties can be mapped onto LTL formulae and associated predicates over the AgentSpeak data structures in the system.
In [8] , a way of interpreting the informational, motivational and deliberative modalities of BDI logics for AgentSpeak agents was given; this is based on the operational semantics of AgentSpeak given earlier in Section 2.2. We adopt the same framework for interpreting the BDI modalities in terms of data structures within the model of an AgentSpeak(F) agent given in the model checker input language. In this way, we can translate (temporal) BDI properties into LTL formulae. The particular logical language that is used for specifying such properties is given later in this section.
As the interpretation is based on the operational semantics of AgentSpeak, it may help to recall some of the notation used in it. The configurations of the transition system giving such operational semantics are defined as a tuple ag,C,T ,s , where an agent program ag is defined as a set of beliefs bs and a set of plans ps, and C is the agent's present circumstance defined as a tuple I,E,A containing a set of intentions S, a set of events E and a set of actions A, all as defined in Section 2.1 (the others components are not relevant here).
We give here only the main definitions in [8] ; the argumentation on the proposed interpretation is omitted. In particular, that paper provides further details on the interpretation of intentions and desires, as the belief modality is clearly defined in AgentSpeak.
Definition 2.4 (Beliefs)
We say that an AgentSpeak agent ag, regardless of its circumstance C, believes a formula ϕ if, and only if, it is included in the agent's belief base; that is, for an agent ag = bs,ps :
Note that a closed world is assumed, so Bel ag,C (ϕ) is true if ϕ is included in the agent's belief base, and Bel ag,C (¬ϕ) is true otherwise, where ϕ is an atom (i.e. at in Section 2.4.1).
Before giving the formal definition for the intention modality, we first define an auxiliary function agls : I → P( ), where I is the domain of all individual intentions and is the domain of all atomic formulae (as mentioned above). Recall that an intention is a stack of partially instantiated plans, so the definition of I is as follows. The empty intention (or true intention) is denoted by T, and T ∈ I.
If p is a plan and i ∈ I, then also i[p]∈I. The notation i[p]
is used to denote the intention that has plan p on top of another intention i, and C E denotes the E component of C (and similarly for the other components). The agls function below takes an intention and returns all achievement goals in the triggering event part of the plans in it:
otherwise.
Definition 2.5 (Intentions)
We say an AgentSpeak agent ag intends ϕ in circumstance C if, and only if, it has ϕ as an achievement goal that currently appears in its set of intentions C I , or ϕ is an achievement goal that appears in the (suspended) intentions associated with events in C E . For an agent ag and circumstance C, we have:
Note that we are only interested in triggering events that have the form of additions of achievement goals; we ignore all other types of triggering events. The atomic formulae at within those triggering events are the formulae that represent (symbolically) properties of the states of the world that the agent is trying to achieve (i.e. the intended states). However, taking such formulae from the agent's set of intentions does not suffice for defining intentions, as there may also be suspended intentions. Suspended intentions are precisely those that appear in the set of events.
We are now in a position to define the interpretation of the desire modality in AgentSpeak agents.
Definition 2.6 (Desires)
We say an AgentSpeak agent ag desires ϕ in circumstance C if, and only if, ϕ is an achievement goal in C's set of events C E (associated with any intention i), or ϕ is a current intention of the agent; more formally:
Although this is not discussed in the original literature on AgentSpeak, it was argued in [8] that the desire modality in an AgentSpeak agent is best represented by additions of achievement goals presently in the set of events, as well as its present intentions. The definitions above tell us precisely how the BDI modalities that are used in claims about the system can be mapped onto the AgentSpeak(F) structures implemented either as a Promela or Java model. We next review the logical language that is used to specify properties of the BDI multi-agent systems written in AgentSpeak(F).
The logical language we use here is a simplified version of LORA [54] , which is based on modal logics of intentionality [12, 40] , dynamic logic [20] and CTL* [1] . In the restricted version of the logic used here, we limit the underlying temporal logics to LTL rather than CTL*, given that LTL formulae (excluding the 'next' operator ) can be automatically processed by our target model checkers. Other restrictions, aimed at making the logic directly translatable into LTL formulae, are described below.
Definition 2.7 (Property specification language) Let l be any agent label, x be a variable ranging over agent labels, and at and a be, respectively, atomic and action formulae defined in AgentSpeak(F) (see Section 2.4.1). Then the set of well-formed formulae (wff ) of this logical language is defined inductively as follows:
• (Bel l at), (Des l at), (Int l at), (Does l a), and at are wff ;
• if ϕ and ψ are wff, so are (¬ϕ), (ϕ ∧ψ), (ϕ ∨ψ), (ϕ ⇒ ψ), (ϕ ⇔ ψ), always (2ϕ), eventually (3ϕ), until (ϕ U ψ), and 'release', the dual of until (ϕ R ψ); • nothing else is a wff.
In the syntax above, the agent labels denoted by l, over which the variable x ranges, are those associated with each AgentSpeak(F) program during the translation process; i.e. the labels given as input to the translator form the finite set of agent labels over which the quantifiers are defined. The only unusual operator in this language is (Does l a), which holds if the agent denoted by l has requested action a and that is the next action to be executed by the environment. An AgentSpeak(F) atomic formula at is used to refer to what is actually true of the environment. In practical terms, this amounts to checking whether the predicate is in the data structure where the percepts are stored by the environment. Recall that we earlier gave formal semantics to the other modalities above.
In our previous work, the language also allowed the use of any valid Boolean expression in the model specification language of the model checker being used. This can be handy for users experienced in the use of model checkers, but note that they do not operate at the level of the BDI system but on the model generated in the input language of the model checker, thus being of a much lower level of abstraction. Therefore, such expressions could in fact lead to different verification results in a sliced system compared with the original (unsliced) system, if the low level Promela/Java expression referred to internal variables that were affected by, e.g. the number of plans in the system. To avoid using cumbersome conditionals in the proofs, and given that it is not important (nor elegant) for our approach to use them, we have now excluded their use from specifications altogether. Also in previous work the language admitted quantification over finite sets of agent (labels) to be used with the four main modalities. This could be dealt with easily in the proofs we give later, but would make them unnecessarily long and again these are not essential constructs (they can always be expanded to formulae that do not use them), so we omit them here.
The concrete syntax used in the system for writing formulae of the language above is also dependent on the underlying model checker. Before we pass the LTL formula on to the model checker, we translate Bel, Des and Int into predicates accessing the AgentSpeak(F) data structures modelled in the model checker's input language (according to the definitions in the previous section). The Does modality is implemented by checking the first action in the environment's data structure where agents insert the actions they want to see executed by the environment process. The first item in such a data structure is the action to be executed next by the environment (as soon as it is scheduled for execution).
Slicing logic programs
One of the earliest papers to discuss slicing for logic programs is that of Zhao et al. [56] . The paper presents a graph-theoretical representation of a concurrent logic program, which can be used for slicing. An arc-classified digraph called a Literal Dependence Net (LDN) is used to represent four types of dependencies of concurrent logic programs: control, data, synchronization and communication dependencies. Later on, a backward slicing algorithm for Prolog was presented by Schoenig and Ducassé [42] . They propose an algorithm that can do slicing with greater precision than the approach in [56] . Slicing is done at the level of arguments of predicates, so slices are subsets of the clauses of the original programs where also some predicate arguments may have been replaced by anonymous variables. Slicing in the context used by those authors is intended at debugging, software maintenance and understanding, and so on. So the more details of a program can be eliminated, the better. As we shall argue later, removing arguments individually is not particularly relevant with respect to slicing for model checking. Another difference between those two approaches is that the work in [42] is intended to produce executable slices, which for those software engineering tasks mentioned above, is quite important. Again, this is not particularly relevant in our context here as we aim to use the sliced program for verification only.
An approach similar to Schoenig and Ducassé's was introduced by Vasconcelos and Aragão [49] ; both approaches apply slicing to Prolog programs at the level of predicate arguments, and generate executable slices. An advantage of the work by Vasconcelos and Aragão is that they proved correctness of their slicing algorithms. Also, they explicitly mention an implementation of their algorithm and all the necessary preparation (e.g. mode annotations and generation of dependence graphs).
The approaches by Schoening and Ducassé [42] and Vasconcelos and Aragão [49] both work for Prolog programs. Although AgentSpeak is quite similar to Prolog in many respects, which suggests that we might be able to base our algorithm on those approaches, an AgentSpeak plan has in fact essentially the same structure of a guarded clause. Zhao et al. [56] proposed a slicing algorithm that is specific to Guarded Horn Clauses, so their approach is a better candidate as a basis for ours. Again, we do not need to generate executable slices (an important motivation in both [42] and [49] ), as we are only interested in preserving the truth of certain properties of the system. Further, the graph-based approach in [56] provides a very clear algorithm. These are the reasons why we have chosen to base our approach on theirs.
More recently, Zhao et al. [57] extended their approach, using what they call an Argument Dependence Net. They use the same principles as in their previous work, but refine the program representation to have annotations on dependencies at the level of arguments rather literals. For our purposes here, Zhao's early work suffices, as we do not need slicing at the level of arguments. Instead of a slice for a particular variable, as usual in approaches related to software engineering, we here aim to remove whole plans based on their influence on the truth of a whole predicate (under certain modalities).
Note that neither [57] nor [42] prove the correctness of their slicing methods. A recent paper by Szilágyi et al. [44] presents both static and dynamic slicing techniques for constraint logic programs which they prove to produce slices with respect to variables in the program. Constraint logic programs generalize logic programs, thus in principle their approach could be used for our purposes too. Although they also present a static technique, they concentrate on dynamic slices (see also [43] ), by defining slices of sets of constraints, mapping them to slices of the program's proof tree, and finally mapping those to slices of the program itself. Their static slicing technique is very elegant, but does not take into consideration all the details that Zhao et al. do, and thus would generate less efficient slices. Also, in our context (slicing for model checking), it is important to produce static, rather than dynamic, slices.
Thus, in this article we adopt the technique presented in [56] as a basis for our slicing algorithm for AgentSpeak. Note that their work is intended for concurrent logic programs, where body literals are AND processes, different clauses of a procedure are OR processes, shared variables relate to process communication and synchronization, etc. However, all such dependencies apply to any logic program, as the authors of that paper observe themselves. Although we are not dealing with concurrent logic programs of this kind, the reader may consider the terms used in their algorithm (such as 'communication dependencies') as metaphors for dependencies that we also have to deal with.
Generating literal dependence graphs
Here, we summarize the approach presented in [56] , which will be used as a basis for the algorithm we introduce in Section 3. It is heavily based on two representations of a logic program. The first, called an And/Or Parallel Control-Flow Net (CFN), is an arc-classified digraph (directed graph) where control-flow dependencies are annotated. The second is called a Definition-Use Net (DUN), and contains annotations on data dependencies.
In a CFN, vertices are used to represent the heads, guards and each literal in the bodies of the clauses in the program. Execution arcs (both AND-parallel and OR-parallel) as well as sequential control arcs are used to denote control flow information. The generation of such a CFN can be understood informally from the rules presented in Figure 3 ; observe in particular how literals in the body of a clause generate AND-parallel arcs (Figure 3b ) and how alternative clauses for the same literal generate OR-parallel arcs (Figure 3c) . 2 Note that, as we will be dealing with slicing sets of AgentSpeak plans (each plan having the same structure as a guarded clause), we have not reproduced here the rules given in [56] for unit clauses and goal clauses, as these are not relevant for our slicing algorithm.
As noted above, we also need to annotate a logic program (based on the approach used in concurrent logic programming) with data, synchronization and communication dependencies among literals. For this, another structure is needed, the so called DUN. Its definition requires four functions: D determines the variables defined at each vertex, U determines the variables used at each vertex, S determines the set of channel variables sent at each vertex and R determines the set of channel A form of control dependence in a concurrent logic program occurs when clauses share the same head literal. This is called selective control dependence in [56] . Its definition uses the CFN to determine whether two literals are directly selective-control dependent. Two vertices can be also directly data dependent. Zhao et al. use the DUN to define a data-dependence relation between literals. Synchronization in concurrent logic programs relates to two types of dependencies in logic programs in general: dependencies between the guard (or the head literal if the guard is empty) and the body literals, or between body literals that share logical variables. Similarly, communication in concurrent logic programming captures data dependencies between literals in different clauses. The definition of LDN is then an arc-classified digraph containing all four types of dependencies mentioned above (control, data, synchronization, and communication).
A static slicing criterion is defined in [56] as a pair, l,V , where l is a literal in the program and V is a set of variables that appear in l. The static slice SS(l,V ) of a logic program given a static slicing criterion l,V is the set of all literals in that program which possibly affect the execution of l and/or affect the values with which variables in V are instantiated. Interestingly, once the LDN of a logic program is built, a static slice can be determined simply by solving a reachability problem in the LDN arc-classified digraph. In the algorithm we present in the next section, we will use an LDN to represent control-flow and data dependencies between literals in a logic program; the details of how the LDN is created are quite involved. Therefore, for further details and formal definition of the LDN structure and its construction, we refer the interested reader to [56] .
Slicing AgentSpeak
In contrast to the slicing approaches mentioned above, in our work we are interested in propertybased slicing. That is, instead of finding a slice for a particular variable of a particular literal in a logic program, we here need to be able to slice the agent system specification based on a given property. Slicing should be such that the result of subsequent model checking of the sliced system for that property will give identical results to the checking of that property on the original system. The aim is, or course, to make model checking more efficient for the sliced system by reducing its state space.
We use the same dependence annotations as in the usual form of slicing logic programs in an algorithm for slicing AgentSpeak given a certain specification that a multi-agent system is supposed to satisfy. The algorithm is presented next, then we give some abstract, illustrative examples; we also give proof sketches for correctness and complexity results.
Stages of a slicing method for AgentSpeak
In our approach, a system is specified as a set of AgentSpeak programs, one for each agent, and an abstract representation of the environment. The environment is abstractly represented as a set of initial facts ('fact' here is being used with the same meaning as in Prolog terminology), determining the initial state of the environment, and a set of rules stating which facts are changed when agents execute each particular action (or spontaneously in case of 'dynamic environments'). Note that changes in the sate of the environment may then come to alter agents' beliefs through perception of the environment.
The environment dynamics is thus abstractly represented by a set of rules with one agent action in the left-hand side and a sequence of possible percept changes, in the form of addition or deletion of predicates, in the right-hand side. Syntactically, this is represented as, for example, 'a 1 →+p 1 ;−p 2 .'. Recall that, in AgentSpeak notation, +p means the addition of belief p and −p means its deletion; similarly, in an abstract environment description, we use this to describe changes in the state of the environment, characterized by a set of environment facts which determine the percepts that agents acquire when perceiving the environment. In the case of dynamic environments, rules can have an empty left-hand side, to denote that those environment-state changes can happen at any time, regardless of whether agents are executing any actions or not. Importantly, for our purposes we assume that common aspects of multi-agent systems such as the change in beliefs due to inter-agent communication, or changes in beliefs caused by faulty perception, are incorporated as appropriate non-determinism in the given representation of the environment.
As well as the system specification, the property for which a slice will be obtained (and will later be used for model checking) also needs to be given. This is specified in the BDI logic defined in Section 2.4. The input to an AgentSpeak slicer is thus a finite set of AgentSpeak programs A, the abstract environment E and the property P for which the slice is to be obtained. Our slicing method then works in three stages, as described below.
Stage I: at this stage, the LDN for the system is created, according to the algorithm by Zhao et al. [56] , discussed in Section 2.5. When matching literals in different parts of the programs, the AgentSpeak notations such as '+', '-', '!' and '?' are considered to be part of the predicate symbol. The only extra care to be taken in such matching is that a !g in the body of a plan should match a +!g in the triggering events of plans-refer to rule AchvGl (then further to rules SelEv 1 , Rel 1 , Appl 1 , SelAppl and IntEv) of the operational semantics to see that, when a course of action in the body of a plan has an achievement goal g (i.e. !g) to be achieved, this will generate an event for a goal addition (i.e. +!g) which, when selected in a later reasoning cycle, will be matched with a plan whose triggering event is +!g (in order to attempt to achieve that goal).
Initially, an LDN is created for each individual AgentSpeak program. Then the environment LDN and the various agent LDNs are connected as follows:
(1) In the environment specification, for each rule, edges are added from the left-hand side to each percept change in the right-hand side. (2) Create edges from action predicates in the plan bodies (of all agents) to the left-hand side of the environment rules. In the case of environment rules with empty left-hand sides, we have to create links from at least one node in the body of each plan in the system to the beliefs in those rules, as these belief changes can always happen regardless of what actions are performed. (3) For each percept change within the environment's initial facts, or in the right-hand side of environment rules, create edges from it to all matching triggering events in the plans of all agents.
An example system specification and its corresponding LDN is shown in Figure 4 . In the figure, most plan contexts (i.e. guards) are omitted for the sake of clarity. In order to make the algorithm for the next stage clearer, we introduce the following terminology for the nodes of the LDN created for the individual AgentSpeak programs. We call a t-node any node of the LDN that was created for the triggering event 3 of a plan, a c-node any node created from literals in the context of the plan and b-node any node created from body literals. Stage II: once the LDN is created, at Stage II plans are marked according to Algorithm 1. It takes, as input: the system specification (System), i.e. the set of AgentSpeak programs A and the environment representation E; the LDN generated for the previous stage (LDN); and the property that one intends to later model check (Property). Stage III: at this stage, a 'slice' of the system is obtained by simply deleting all plans that were not marked in Stage II. If it happens that all plans of an agent are deleted, then the whole agent can be safely removed from the system, as that agent will have no effect in checking whether the system satisfies the given property. We also remove a goal appearing in the body of a plan if all relevant plans for that goal were deleted at this stage. for all agent ag in the System do 3: for all plan p in agent ag do 4: let te be the node of the LDN that represents the triggering event of p 5: if f = (Bel ag b) then 6: for all b-node b i labelled +b or −b in ag's plans, or in the facts and right-hand side of rules in the Environment do 7: if b i is reachable from te in LDN then 8: mark p
if f = (Des ag g) then 10: for all b-node g i labelled !g in ag's plans do 11: if g i is reachable from te in LDN then 12: mark p
13:
if f = (Int ag g) then {note t-node below, rather than b-node} 14: for all t-node g i labelled !g in ag's plans do 15: if g i is reachable from te in LDN then 16: mark p
17:
if f = (Does ag a) then 18: for all b-node a i labelled a in ag's plans do 19: if a i is reachable from te in LDN then 20: mark p 21: if f is an AgentSpeak atomic formula b not in the scope of the modalities above {meaning b is true of the Environment} then 22: for all node b i labelled +b or −b in the facts and right-hand side of rules in the Environment do 23: if b i is reachable from te in LDN then 24: mark p
Examples
For the example shown in Figure 4 , and Property = 3(Des ag1 g2), all plans are marked after checking for reachability from each of the nodes representing the triggering events of all plans to the only instance of !g2 in the body of ag1's plans. As all plans are marked, this means that for this particular set of programs and given property, slicing would not eliminate any part of the original code. Now consider a similar example, in which only the body of ag2's last plan is changed from a1 to a3, as shown in Figure 5 . For this second abstract example, and the same Property = 3(Des ag1 g2), Table 1 shows which plans are marked after checking reachability from each of the nodes representing the triggering events of all plans to the only instance of !g2 in the body of ag1's plans. In the table, a plan is referred to by its triggering event, which is in this particular example is unambiguous. From the table, we see that, in the slice produced by our algorithm, only the plans with triggering events +b1 and +!g1 remain for ag1, and only plan +b2 remains for ag2. Model checking for this property can be done on the translation to Java or SPIN from this particular slice of the system.
Although it may be counter-intuitive that a plan for +!g2 is left out of the slice even though g2 appears in the property, that is correct according to the interpretation we have given to the Des modality (see Definition 2.6). By that definition, to desire g an agent does not need a plan for it; having g as an achievement goal in the body of any plan is all that is necessary for g to (possibly) become desired. For g to be intended rather than desired, then a plan for it is necessary (in practice, an applicable plan). So, counter-intuitive though it may be, although g2 (with Des) appears in the property, the only plan for it (i.e. having g2 in its triggering event) is left out of the slice generated using that property as the slicing criterion.
It may seem, at first sight, that the difference in the algorithm for Des and Int modalities has no impact on the generated slice. However, consider the example in Figure 6 .
For this example and property (Des ag1 g1), both the plan with +!g1 as triggering event, and the one with +b2 for triggering event can be eliminated. This is not the case for property (Int ag1 g1) 
Correctness and complexity
In this section, we prove correctness and give broad complexity results for our slicing algorithm. We first make clear what we mean by correctness of the slicing algorithm, in the following definition. Recall that a system in our approach is a set of AgentSpeak programs A situated in an environment E; the slicing algorithm takes A, E and a property P (which is later to be model checked) as arguments and returns A , a set of AgentSpeak programs that are sliced down from A. As usual in model checking, M |= ϕ means that the initial states of the system of which M is a model satisfy formula ϕ. We use A,E to refer to the model of the multi-agent system defined by A and E, and we use A,E |= s ϕ to say that ϕ is true at state s of the A,E model. +b2 ; +b1 .
Environment
. +b1 Figure 6 . Abstract example III.
In order to prove that our algorithm is correct according to the definition above, we depend on the LDN constructed in Part I which captures all dependencies between any plans in the multi-agent system (i.e. the plans of all agents). Recall that, initially, the algorithm determines that the LDN for each agent individually is generated according to the algorithm given in [56] (see Section 2.5), each agent being viewed as a Guarded Horn Clause program. The correctness of our algorithm actually relies on the lemma below which is a corollary of the following conjecture.
Conjecture 3.2
The algorithm in [56] , which uses reachability in a LDN's directed graph to generate slices of logic programs, is correct.
Lemma 3.3
If there is a path in the LDN's directed graph from vertex v 1 to v 2 , then there exists an execution path in the logic program that generated the LDN in which the execution of the literal represented by v 1 (and the instantiation of its variables) can lead to the execution (and affect the instantiation) of the literal represented by v 2 .
Note that the above lemma would be a corollary of a correctness theorem of the slicing algorithm based on an LDN (see Section 2.5) and given the fact that a slice, defined as the set of all literals that can affect the execution or the contents of the variables in the literal given in the slicing criteria, is determined through a reachability problem to that particular literal in the LDN. We did not find in the literature a correctness proof for the particular algorithm we used here (hence we leave it as a conjecture), but there are such proofs for similar algorithms, e.g. the one in [49] . Therefore, although we here rely on this conjecture, this is not unreasonable as we could have used those alternative algorithms, which would provide us with the same dependency information, but with known correctness results. The choice for this particular approach, despite the lack of correctness results, was primarily because it yields a much clearer presentation of the ideas in this article.
Further, we need to show that the construction of the LDN for the whole multi-agent system maintains this property which is conjectured to follow from the algorithm on an LDN of an individual agent. In a multi-agent system, agents' actions change the environment and agents perceive changes in the environment. The rules in the abstract representation of the environment determine how actions (or non-deterministic moves of the environment) affect properties perceived by the agents. It is only through this mechanism that one agent program can affect the particular plans executed in another. The combination of the individual LDNs in the algorithm is achieved in three steps:
(1) simply connect the two parts of each rule, in the obvious way; (2) ensure that all actions in an agent are appropriately connected to some environment rule (its lefthand side specifically)-this step also takes care of non-deterministic moves of the environment; and (3) connect the environment facts changed by actions to all relevant plans (specifically the plan triggers) in the agents.
We now have to show that the main part of our algorithm (Part II, and its finalization in Part III), which uses the LDN structure discussed above, is correct in the sense of Definition 3.1. This will be done by showing that the model of a system before slicing and the model of the system resulting from our slicing technique are stuttering equivalent with respect to the labelling of atomic formulae used within the slicing criterion-this is appropriate for our purpose because our property specification is built on top of LTL without the 'next time' operator and it is known that any such temporal formula is invariant under stuttering (i.e. it has the same truth value in models that are stuttering equivalent). We introduce the main notions below, but for details on stuttering equivalence, see [11, p. 146] , where stuttering equivalence is used to prove correctness of partial order reduction algorithms; in particular, see Theorem 9 on that page, which shows that any LTL formula without the next-time operator is invariant under stuttering. Let a block be defined as segments of sequential states in a path (of a Kripke structure) where all the states are identically labelled. 4 Two infinite paths are stuttering equivalent if they can be partitioned into infinitely many such blocks, so that for each block in one path there is a corresponding blockpossibly of different length-in the other path that is labelled equivalently. Generalizing this to models, we have that two models are stuttering equivalent if they have the same set of initial states and for every path in one of the models starting in an initial state there is a stuttering equivalent path in the other model, and vice-versa.
In particular, the correctness of our slicing algorithm is a corollary of a theorem showing that the model obtained by slicing is stuttering equivalent to the original model with respect to labelling that is relevant for the slicing criterion. Figure 7 shows an example of such stuttering equivalent structures (for the time being, ignore the annotations '(1)' and '(2)' in the diagram). In order to obtain the stuttering equivalence result, we first prove five lemmata for each of the basic cases of formulae of the property specification language in our approach. In the lemmata, to make the presentation clearer we do not consider explicitly the existence of multi-agent communication and faulty perception 5 in the interpretation of AgentSpeak agents; i.e. beliefs are only changed from the changes determined by the environment rules, and goals derive from such changes (rather then, e.g. requests from other agents). In the lemmata below, for a given formula ϕ, let A be σ(A,E,ϕ) for a finite set of AgentSpeak programs A and environment E, where σ is Algorithm 1 (i.e. our slicing algorithm). . From an analysis of the semantic rules, it is clear that the only rules of the semantics which change that component are AddBel (respectively, DelBel), and they do so whenever +b or −b appear in the body of a plan, precisely as referred to in case (i) above. Case (ii) is based purely on the understanding of how an agent perceives the environment and its abstract representation in E, which contain rules with +b and −b formulae on their right-hand side. Cases (i) and (ii) happen precisely at points in the program represented by nodes b i in Algorithm 1, to which reachability is checked from each plan's triggering event (the head of the plan, which connects the remainder of the plan in the graph) whenever (Bel ag b) is a subformula of property P. Then, given Lemma 3.3, all plans that can lead the program to such control points, or affect the values bound to variables used in such parts of the programs, have paths in the LDN that reach nodes b i , and hence are marked in the loop at line 1 of the algorithm. As these plans are marked in Stage II, they are not removed in Stage III of the algorithm, and are therefore kept in A .
This effectively means that in all execution paths in model A,E, any state transition from a state where a formula (Bel ag b) is true to another state where it is false (or vice-versa) also exists in A ,E. Therefore, what any removed plan did in the original model was to possibly increase the length of a block in which all states are labelled consistently for (Bel ag b) being either true or false, by changing the truth of other atomic properties other than (Bel ag b) . As the definition of stuttering equivalence is precisely that the length of equally labelled blocks is irrelevant, we have that, with respect to atomic properties (Bel ag b) specifically, A,E and A ,E are stuttering equivalent.
In the lemmata below, whenever we say the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4, we refer exclusively to case (i), as case (ii) in that proof is specific to beliefs. Lemma 3.5 (Stuttering equivalence with respect to (Des ag g) ) Models A,E and A ,E, where A = σ(A,E,ϕ) and (Des ag g) is a subformula of ϕ, are stuttering equivalent with respect to the labelling of (Des ag g) atomic fomulae.
Proof. A formula (Des ag g), according to Definition 2.6, can only become true when !g appears in the body of ag's plans, as can be seen in Rule AchvGl, and false when the chosen plan (which is directly reachable and therefore not removed) is finished (Rules ClrInt). The remainder of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4, considering reachability to b-nodes g i in the loop at line 1 of the algorithm (i.e. nodes representing body literals that are labelled !g).
Lemma 3.6 (Stuttering equivalence with respect to (Int ag g)) Models A,E and A ,E, where A = σ(A,E,ϕ) and (Int ag g) is a subformula of ϕ, are stuttering equivalent with respect to the labelling of (Int ag g) atomic fomulae.
Proof. A formula (Int ag g), according to Definition 2.5, becomes true when a plan with triggering event +!g is added to the set of intentions, in Rule IntEv. The remainder of the proof is similar to Lemma 3.5, considering reachability to t-nodes g i in the loop at line 1 of the algorithm (i.e. nodes representing triggering events that are labelled +!g).
Lemma 3.7 (Stuttering equivalence with respect to (Does ag a))
Models A,E and A ,E, where A = σ(A,E,ϕ) and (Does ag a) is a subformula of ϕ, are stuttering equivalent with respect to the labelling of (Does ag a) atomic fomulae.
Proof. The effect of an agent performing an action in the shared environment, is to change the state of the environment. An agent performing an action is abstractly represented in the semantics of the programming language by Rule Action; it is assumed that the agent's overall architecture, including its effectors, will take care of actually executing actions in A. In the abstract representation of the environment used here, whenever an agent executes an action, this triggers the left-hand side of an environment rule, and it is precisely at this point in a trace of the system that a formula (Does ag a) is true. This proof is then similar to the others, considering b-nodes a i in the loop at line 1 of the algorithm (i.e. nodes representing the left-hand side of environment rules that are labelled a). Proof. Within a property ϕ, an AgentSpeak atomic formula (a predicate not in the scope of any modality) represents something that is (objectively) true of the environment, rather than from the point of view of a particular agent. In the abstract representation of the environment we are considering, this can only be the case if that predicate appears (as a literal 'addition') in the right-hand side of one of the environment rules. This proof is similar to the others, considering reachability to nodes representing the right-hand side of environment rules that are labelled +b, and line 1 of the algorithm.
Using the five lemmata for each base case of the inductive definition of our property specification language (see Definition 2.7), we can now establish the following theorem about our slicing algorithm (σ) presented in Section 3.1. Below, LTL −X refers to the subset of the well-known LTL excluding the next-time operator (X) [11] . Note that our property specification language has the five types of atomic formulae referred in the five lemmata and is exactly as standard LTL −X wff built on top of those atomic formulae. Theorem 3.9 (Generating stuttering equivalent models) For any formula P of the property specification language, A,E and A ,E are stuttering equivalent with respect to the labelling of atomic formulae within P, where A = σ(A,E,P).
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemmatas 3.4-3.8 which cover each type of atomic property in formula P and the fact that the labelling of a (Kripke) model for an LTL formula determines precisely the truth of the atomic propositions, as well as the fact that the slicing algorithm considers all atomic subformulae of P in turn, regardless of its connectives and LTL operators. That is, removed plans did not affect the labelling of any of the atomic subformulae of P.
The correctness of the whole slicing algorithm is a corollary of the above algorithm given that, for two stuttering equivalent structures M and M , LTL −X formula f , and every initial state s, it is known that M |= s Af if, and only if, M |= s Af (see Corollary 2 in [11, p. 147] ), where A is the branching time operator meaning that f is true in all paths starting from s. Recall that our language is based on LTL −X and that LTL model checking implicitly checks if the given property is true in all paths starting at an initial state of the system. Next, we consider the complexity of our slicing algorithm. We define the size of an input to the slicing algorithm, m, to be m = p+i+v+|ϕ|, where p is number of plans in the original AgentSpeak programs, i is the maximum number of predicates in any one plan/rule, v is the maximum number of variables per plan/rule and |ϕ| is the size of the property ϕ to be checked (i.e. the number of subformulae of ϕ). We have: Proof. Consider the complexity of the three stages of the slicing algorithm.
Stage I: the graph for the LDN generated at stage I of the algorithm has n vertices, where n = O(p·i). The number of edges in the LDN graph is again O(n). The construction of the LDN involves assessing the mode information of the variables, which is at most p steps for each variable, and then creating the graph structure by matching predicate symbols. Since each predicate is a node in the LDN, then this gives the number of steps for construction as O(p·v·n 2 ). Stage II: the time for marking plans in stage II, according to Algorithm 1, is linear on p·|ϕ|·n. This can be easily seen from the loops in lines 1, 2 and 3, and the inner loops in either 6, 10, 14, 18 or 22, depending on the case. Stage III: this stage is linear in p (one pass through all of them, just deleting the ones not marked).
Recalling that n = O(p·i), we can see that the overall time complexity is at most p 3 ·i 2 ·v+p 2 ·i·|ϕ|+p, and is thus O(m 3 ).
Given that agents do not tend to have very large numbers of plans, then this shows that slicing with our algorithm can be done relatively efficiently, and is thus in theory worth doing before model checking. In particular, since the core problem in model checking is often the space requirements rather than the time taken, it is useful to apply slicing if only to reduce the size of the state space by a small amount.
We next present a case study in which we experimentally showed that slicing could provide significant improvement on the space and time required for model checking that application.
4 Autonomous Mars Rover: a case study on intra-agent plan slicing
Scenario
The development of autonomous rovers for planetary exploration is an important aim of the research on 'remote agents' carried out at space agencies [35] . We illustrate our slicing technique with an abstract version of a Mars exploration scenario, characterizing a typical day of activity of rovers such as Sojourner. The ideas used here for creating such scenario were mainly taken from [52] (and to a lesser extent from [3] ).
A Martian day is called 'sol' and the instructions sent to the rover and collected data transmitted from it are recorded by day since landing on the planet. Thus, 'sol 22' refers to the 22nd day of activity of the rover on Mars. The scenario described here is inspired by the description given in [52] of a sequence of instructions sent to Sojourner on sol 22. In this particular sol operation, it turned out that the rover did not position itself correctly to approach the rock with the spectrometer arm. The misplaced spectrometer meant that no useful data were collected and that particular rock could not be visited again, hence a science opportunity was lost. This is an example mentioned in [52] where more flexibility in the software that controls exploration rover is required.
The scenario used here is also inspired by the following extract from that paper:
'As an example of flexible execution, consider the following plan for a day's traverse: the rover is to the south of a small ridge, trying to head generally north. The up-linked primary plan specifies the following course of action:
• Travel north to the top of the ridge • Choose between the options: -Nominal option, highest utility (precondition: there must be a path) * Continue to the north * Down-link to ground at sundown -Contingent option, lower utility * Move back down the ridge * Travel east scanning for a pass * Down-link to ground at sundown'
The paper also mentions that the rover is given a plan to make it especially attentive to 'green patches' on rocks. These are likely to represent an interesting science opportunity and so the rover should always give priority to examining such rocks if they turn up on its way to another target. Computer graphics software embedded in the rover does all the work of finding paths for the rover to reach a certain target. The navigation software available in a testbed for Mars rovers is described in [3] .
A final thing to consider for our example scenario is that the batteries installed in the rover only work when there is sunlight, so all science activities are restricted by the amount of energy stored during the day. The rover must make sure all collected data are transmitted back to earth before it runs out of energy supply. Thus, other activities should be interrupted if carrying them out will mean the rover will not have enough energy to down-link collected data back to Earth.
Although we try, in the code below, to account for a greater flexibility for exploration rovers (as aimed for in [52] ) in aspects such as making sure the rover is correctly positioned before activating the spectrometer, note that we here describe an abstract scenario based on general ideas of what goes on with a rover in a day of operation. Planning for such remote agents is a lot more complicated, and resources (computational or otherwise) that can be used in an actual rover is greatly limited. With this in mind, we stress that we do not aim here to provide a realistic program for a remote agent. However, it is interesting to note how adequate the constructs of agent-oriented programming based on BDI notions are for describing some of the activities of such agents. This makes the code below an interesting example on which to apply our slicing technique.
AgentSpeak code
In this section, we present the AgentSpeak code for this abstract rover scenario described above. Each plan is annotated with a label (prefixed with '@') so that we can refer to them in the text that follows. Note that this is the code for an autonomous agent, not a multi-agent system. However, the simple BDI logic we use is for multi-agent systems and thus the modalities need to refer to one particular agent. We use amr (an acronym for Autonomous Mars Rover) to refer to the autonomous agent whose code is below.
The code begins with two plans that have been up-linked by ground staff for that particular day of operation on Mars. In [50] , the operational semantics of AgentSpeak was extended to account for speech-act-based communication. Among the few illocutionary forces that were considered in that paper, two are of particular interest here: TellHow can be used to inform new plans to an agent, and Achieve, with the usual KQML semantics, in practical terms (for AgentSpeak agents) creates an internal event adding an achievement goal with the predicate in the message content. This provides a very high-level approach to allow a ground operations team to send specific instructions to the rover.
Newly communicated plans
The plans labelled sol22 are the ones that are communicated to the rover on day 22 of the mission; they are specific for what the ground team wants the rover to do on that day. To do that, they communicate the plans with a TellHow illocutionary force in a message, and send another message, of type Achieve, telling to rover to achieve a state where sol (22) has been accomplished. Therefore, the rover will have to make use of the plan with triggering event +!sol (22) , that the ground team sent to it. The other plan sent by the ground team for that day's tasks is to be used by the rover if it encounters any obstacles in traversing to the position where the rock the ground team wants to examine is. All other plans are the ones that would be present in the agent's plan library before it was sent to Mars. They are general plans, that provide the rover with the ability to autonomously react to important things observed in its environment.
Events that the rover should react to
The first four plans allow the rover to react to important events perceived from the environment. Plan r1 makes sure that, as soon as sunset starts, the rover drops all other desires and intentions (anything it was doing, or was still to do), and transmit back to earth all data it has gathered during that day. After that, the agent can make an internal note to the fact that sol was complete. Plan r2 allows the rover to react appropriately when it perceives 'green patches' on a rock nearby its location. The rover is instructed to always give preferences to such findings, as the scientists know that such green patches normally represent the most promising opportunities for scientific discoveries. When the rover is not already examining a rock, nor have a specific rock it intends to visit, any rock perceived is a possible target to move to; this is stated in plan r3. Plan r4 is triggered when the agent perceives its batteries are low while it is examining a rock (and it has not yet started transmitting the data back to Earth). It should then stop the spectrometer, transmit all remaining data, and make an internal note saying that sol 22 is finished. 
Science activities
Plans labelled s1-s5 describe the science activities the rover has to perform (such as making sure it is correctly positioned before it turn on the spectrometer, collecting spectrometer data, etc.). 
Communication
Finally, plans labelled c1-c4 are used for communication. It is interesting to note some of bugs that were found in the original AgentSpeak program during the model-checking exercises. The context of plan r1 was originally empty. However, as a result of model checking, it was discovered that if sundown happens before the rover has finished gathering any significant data, it is not a good idea to drop all intentions. The context of plan r3 initially had only not .desire(traverse(X,Y)); we found out that giving attention to possible targets in the other two situations should also be avoided. In plan r4, the line with the internal action dropDesire was later added as the battery charge could become low at a moment where the agent was already transmitting the gathered data, and having two parallel intentions for that same purpose obviously caused problems.
Slicing
Intuitively, there are two ways in which slicing particularly alleviates the state explosion of AgentSpeak programs. The first one is by removing plans that cannot affect the truth or otherwise of the formula in the slicing criterion, but would increase the length of a computation for an agent to handle particular events before the truth of the property can be determined. This is similar to the motivation for removing clauses in traditional logic programs. This form of state-space reduction resulting from our slicing method is marked (1) in Figure 7 . Note however that automata-theoretic model checking already avoids expanding system states that are not necessary for finding a counter-example, which is a different situation. Besides removing details of intermediate intention processing that are unnecessary for checking a certain property, another source of state-space reduction can happen when slicing AgentSpeak programs. Whenever all the plans that are used to handle particular external events can be removed, this greatly reduces the state space since, at any point during the computation associated with one intention, there are reachable states in which other intentions (other focuses of attention) are created to handle events that may have been generated by belief revision. Slicing out such plans eliminates all such branches of the computation tree. This form of state-space reduction is marked (2) in Figure 7 .
An alternative way of making the reduction associated with events for which no plans become available would be to avoid the environment generating such events in the first place (considering that they will not affect the property being verified anyway). Because the environment representation is not usually AgentSpeak code, but is provided by the user, automatic slicing would be less practical With the above slicing criterion, plan r3 can be safely removed. Note that, although the slicing appears to be 'small' (i.e. just one plan is removed), a considerable reduction of the state space can ensue, depending also on how dynamic the environment is. If many possible targets are detected (and approached) during the time data are being transmitted back to Earth, this could generate a large number of different system states in which the two focuses of attention are being dealt with simultaneously by the rover.
An example of a slicing criterion for which the generated slice is the same as the original program (i.e. no plan is deleted) is:
2(((Bel amr green_patch(r1))∨ ((Bel amr sol (22))∧(Bel amr possible_target(r2)))) → 3((Bel amr downlink(ground,specData,r1,22))∨ (Bel amr downlink(ground,specData,r2,22))))
as every single plan of the agent is involved in determining whether the above property is true or not.
Experimental Results
We have not yet implemented the full slicing algorithm. However, in order to assess the efficacy of the slicing approach we manually sliced the above program (following the algorithm) and applied model checking both before and after slicing. Experiments were run on a machine with an MP 2000 + (1666 MHz) processor with 256 K cache and 2 GB of RAM (266 MHz). For specification (1), SPIN [24] used 606 MB of memory (1.18×10 6 states in the system) and took 86 s to complete model checking. Slicing improved this to 407 MB (945,165 states) and 64 s. This gives a reduction of 25.6% on the time to model check, and a 33% reduction in memory usage. For specification (2) , SPIN used 938 MB of memory (2.87×10 6 states), and took 218 s to complete checking. After slicing, this went down to 746 MB (2.12×10 6 states) and 162 s. This means a reduction of about 26% on the time to model check, and 21% on memory usage. Interestingly, SPIN's built-in slicing algorithm does not reduce the state space at all. We have also ran a similar experiment using our approach to model checking AgentSpeak systems using JPF [51] rather than SPIN. We used a recent open source version of JPF [26] , which has very sophisticated techniques allowing verification of Java programs whilst generating a much smaller state space than previous versions. This time the experiments were run on a 2.2 GHz, Dual Processor Pentium 4, with 1 GB RAM.
It is interesting to note how much smaller the state space generated is (and how much less memory is used) by JPF as compared with SPIN, although the latter is still (at least for this particular experiment) much faster. On the other hand, the latest version of JPF does not have inbuilt features to allow LTL verification, so the results of this experiment are for JPF being simply asked to visit the entire state space generated by the system. Again, in this experiment, we ran the model checker in the original system, and then for a sliced version of the system. The results for JPF were as follows. The unsliced system took 80 min to model check, generating 145 695 different states and using 69 MB of memory. The sliced system took 31 min to model check, generating 61 938 states and using 56 MB of memory. Therefore, for JPF, the reduction in the time to model check due to our slicing algorithm was 61%, although with only 19% of memory reduction.
Note that slicing does not affect in the same way the time taken to model check and the amount of memory required, as can be observed in the results above. Although slicing is likely to reduce the number of states that the model checker will analyse, and therefore the time taken, the reduction in the amount of space required also depends on exactly which part of a state itself is sliced away. For example, if the slicing removes large data structures from each state then the memory reduction will be more than if it keeps each state intact, but slices some behaviours away. This means that, after slicing is applied, the reduction obtained in memory will not be directly correlated to the reduction in time taken to complete the model checking.
While this is just one case study, it serves as a compelling proof of concept that our slicing technique can significantly reduce the time/space requirements for practical model checking. We do not yet have an implementation for our slicing method, so for these experiments slicing was done by manually applying the algorithm to the AgentSpeak code. However, given our complexity results, it can be expected that slicing will typically be done reasonably efficiently.
Concluding Remarks
In this article, we have developed a slicing algorithm for AgentSpeak, and have provided both correctness and complexity results for this algorithm. The technique has been used in the formal verification of an agent-oriented program. The results of this case study indicate that our slicing technique has the potential to be of real practical benefit. Our approach also allows specifications to be written in a logic including agent-specific modalities.
For the experiments presented here, we manually generated the required slices using our algorithm. For a small example, as the one in this article, it is not difficult to ensure that the algorithm was applied correctly (it is certainly easier than to ensure correct implementation of the algorithm). However, the lack of implementation would prevent use of our slicing technique for large examples (particularly in industrial-scale software). One of our aims in future work is in fact to produce a fully fledged, user-friendly, open source implementation of our slicing method (which first would require an implementation of the algorithms for LDN generation).
Property-based slicing is a well-known state-space reduction technique used in practical software verification. More generally, slicing is widely used in software engineering [47] , notably for program comprehension [31] , but also testing [21] , debugging [17] , decomposition [18] and reuse [28] . To our knowledge, this is the very first slicing algorithm created for an agent-oriented programming language. Although it is very early for the use of slicing in agent programs, it is reasonable to expect that our property-based slicing technique will have significant use besides verification.
The fact that our approach uses a property specification language that includes BDI modalities should in principle greatly facilitate the use of slicing for software comprehension, for example. One of the main constructs in agent programming is that of a goal (i.e. a state of affairs the agent wishes to bring about). So, for example, the slice for property 3(Des a g) would consist of only the plans (in agent a as well as the other agents) which can lead agent a to having the goal of achieving g. Intuitively, one can see that this would be a high-level approach for slicing agent programs for general use in software engineering, but this has never been tried in practice before, and therefore remains a speculation. One of our planned future projects is precisely to use our slicing technique for practical software comprehension, testing and reuse in industrial-strength agent-based software.
Another interesting question for further research is on the use of different slicing techniques than the one on which we based our approach. Unlike agent-oriented programming languages, for other more traditional programming languages a variety of slicing approaches exist. For example, dynamic slicing [44, 47] takes into account specific input values; this might be particularly interesting for future work on using slicing for testing and debugging agent programs. Amorphous slicing [22] is a technique that allows not only the deletion of parts of the program but also syntactical changes in the parts of the program included in the slice, provided a projection of the semantics is preserved (in our case, the preserved semantics in question would be related to the specification we want to model check); it would be interesting to investigate the results of this approach for agent program slicing. Perhaps the alternative slicing approach that could be more easily combined with ours is Conditioned Slicing [9, 10] , where a (first-order logic) formula is used to characterize possible inputs (rather than requiring the exact inputs as in dynamic slicing). For example, certain restrictions on inputs could be included in the specification that we use as slicing criterion in our approach. However, this all remains to be investigated.
Slicing algorithms are typically language dependent, and in the case of property-based slicing, dependent on both the programming language as well as the property specification language.Although our algorithm is specific to AgentSpeak and the 'shallow' BDI logic built on top of LTL −X used in this article, the similarities between the leading agent-oriented programming languages [14] (many of which are based on logic programming) indicate that our work could at least serve as inspiration for slicing algorithms for other agent programming languages. This is another topic we hope will be investigated in further work in the area of multi-agent programming languages [4] .
